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158 Center Hill Preserve
Plymouth MA 02360
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May 24, 2021

Secretary Kathleen A. Theoharides
Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs
Attn: MEPA Office
100 Cambridge Street, Suite 900
Boston, MA 02114
Via email to MEPA@mass.gov

Re: Expanded Environmental Notification Form, March 15, 2021 and May 11, 2021 Supplement
ADM TMUD Wareham Solar Projects
EEA No. 13940-ADM Tihonet Mixed Use Development
Wareham, Plymouth, Carver, Massachusetts

Dear Secretary Theoharides,

Community Land & Water Coalition (“the Coalition”) submits the following comments on
the Expanded Environmental Notification Form (“EENF”) EEA # 13940 to the Massachusetts
Environmental Policy (“MEPA”) Unit.

The Coalition is a project of Save the Pine Barrens, Inc. (STPB) a Massachusetts non-profit
corporation. The Coalition is a network of groups and individuals seeking to protect, steward
and restore lands and waters in Southeastern Massachusetts. STPB members live, work, and
recreate in Southeastern Massachusetts in, on and/or near the Environment [definition from
MEPA] that will be impacted by the activities described in the EENF and the prior activities
reviewed by MEPA for the ADM Tihonet Mixed Use Development (TMUD). CLWC and its
members have a direct and concrete interest in avoiding and mitigating actual or probable
Damage to the Environment as defined by MEPA regulation 301 CMR 11.02.  This Damage to the
Environment has been and is being caused by AD Makepeace Company (“ADM”) and its
subsidiary Read Custom Soils and by Borrego Solar Systems, Inc. (“Borrego” or the “Proponent”)
in connection with the Project and related projects referred to in the EENF.

The EENF requests environment review for the Projects described in the EENF as “tenth,
eleventh, and twelfth Projects being undertaken by ADM as part of Phase C of the TMUD. The
Proponent alleges the Projects will continue to advance the Commonwealth’s commendable
goals to foster renewable energy and achieve Net Zero emissions by 2050.” (emphasis supplied)
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In fact, these claims and others like it in the EENF constitute material misrepresentations and
fail to accurately disclose the full scope and scale of the Damage to the Environment of projects
“being undertaken by ADM as part of Phase C of the TMUD.”

Over the past 10 years, ADM and Borrego have undertaken a strategy driven by
Massachusetts Department of Energy Resources (“DOER”) subsidy projects for so-called
renewable energy. ADM has undertaken earth removal activities to install solar projects without
permits in the Towns of Wareham and Carver.  Simultaneous, ADM is conducting other
uncontrolled earth removal projects that are causing Damage to the Environment.

The Secretary, MEPA, and state agencies have failed to exercise due diligence under MEPA
and other environmental laws to ensure that “all practicable means and measures to minimize
damage to the environment.”  G.L. c. 30, § 61.  Local boards in Wareham, Plymouth, and Carver
have failed to properly exercise their regulatory authority over earth removal, wetlands and
waterways and have failed and continue to fail to prevent air pollution, excessive traffic and
noise created by these projects.

The ADM/Borrego earth removal and solar projects have deforested hundreds of, if not over
a thousand, acres of globally rare Pine Barrens, removed tens of millions of cubic yards of earth
that filters and purifies the Plymouth Carver Sole Source Aquifer, emitted untold and uncounted
volumes of greenhouse gases through the operation of diesel powered industrial machinery to
clear-cut, strip off topsoil, process and remove earth, and export it out of the TMUD area for
industrial and commercial sale. The 10th, 11th and 12th ADM-Borrego land based solar projects
will result in a total of almost 500 acres of deforestation – replacing a globally rare ecosystem
with industrial energy generating utilities. Hundreds more acres have been illegally strip mined
with sand and gravel worth at least $250 million removed from the TMUD area. There has been
no cumulative impact study of these projects and the additional land based solar projects
causing deforestation in Carver, Wareham and Plymouth.

Finally, the solar projects and industrial earth removal are all located on unceded
Wampanoag territory and have been and are being conducted in blatant disregard of the
Commonwealth’s Environmental Justice Policy and basic principles of human rights.

ACTION REQUESTED BY MEPA

For the reasons set forth below, CLWC requests that the Secretary:

(1) Refer this matter to the Attorney General’s Office for investigations of failures to
comply with MEPA Certificates, misrepresentations about the type, scope, and scale
of the projects and a preliminary and permanent injunction for all ADM ongoing
strip-mining activities in Massachusetts;

(2) Grant the request for a Notice of Project Change (NPC) under M.G.L. c. 30, § 61, 301
CMR 11.10 filed separately;
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(3) Revoke the Special Review Procedure (SPR) established by the Secretary in 20071;
(4) Reject the EENF and require a new ENF and full Environmental Impact Report (EIR)

under 301 CMR 11.07
(5) Require ADM to file an after-the fact ENF and EIR for strip mining activities at all

locations in Carver, Wareham and any other locations in MA including specifically at:

(i) Phase C 6-Golden Field Pond Solar site and adjacent strip mine site on Carver
Assessor’s Map 131, Lot 1-2C, and Lot 1-4,

(ii) Phase C 1-Wankinko Bog/Read Custom Soils site, Map Lot 2-4,
(iii) Phase C 2-Plymouth Read Soils/Bog expansion site (approved without an EIR in

2012) involving over 6.5 million cubic yards of earth removal on over 100 acres.
(These sites meet the mandatory EIR threshold of 11.03(1)(a) for Land Alteration
over 50 acres, for a discretionary EIR under 11.03(2) for alteration of designated
significant habitat, for a mandatory EIR under 11.03(6) and under 11.03(10) for
potential destruction of archeological sites or assets of the Commonwealth and
for impacts to waterways and wetland.), and

(6) Require ADM to finance an independent forensic accounting of the volume of all
earth, soils, and topsoil removed, the amount of ADM revenues obtained for the
commercial sale of these volumes, taxes and fees paid for the volumes removed, and
all resulting shortfalls, and assess penalties and fines for any shortfalls in taxes and
fees owed to local and state governments.

COMMENTS ON EENF

I. THE MEPA PROCESS HAS BEEN UNDERMINED AND MEANINGFUL PUBLIC COMMENT
OPPORTUNITIES DENIED

In part, MEPA is intended to “provide meaningful opportunities for public review of the
potential environmental impacts of Projects….” 301 CMR 11.01(1). The public is being denied
this opportunity in two ways. First, there have been concerted efforts either by or on behalf of
ADM and the Proponent to intimidate members of the public who are attempting to participate
in the MEPA process, creating an atmosphere of suspicion, fear and retaliation.  These activities
have been reported to ADM, local police departments, the Attorney General’s Office and MEPA.

Second, the Proponent, ADM and MEPA have failed to make relevant and material
documents publicly available for review.  Without these documents, including the ADM baseline
environmental study for the TMUD, the public cannot meaningfully participate.  The Coalition
and members of the public participated in the MEPA site visit and informational session, made
phone calls, public records requests, and sent emails in an effort to get this information.  It has
not been produced.  At the March 2021 MEPA information meeting, ADM CEO Kane promised

1 MEPA has failed to make the 2007 SPR document publicly available, negating the legitimacy of the MEPA process
for the EENF.
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to account for all volumes of earth removed from Wareham.  A letter was sent asking for the
meeting to follow up on this but has been ignored. Exhibit 1.

Further, the burden should not be on the Coalition to file repeated Public Records Requests
in order to get MEPA to disclose environmental impact reports and documentation that is the
subject of and directly related to the EENF.  Without the foundational documents for the SRP
public is denied the right to have a meaningful opportunity for public review of the Damage to
the Environment.

II. THE EENF IS INADEQUATE

A. Inaccurate and inconsistent identification of the “Project Proponent”

The “Project Proponent” is identified as Borrego but then the EENF described Phases 10-12
as the “tenth, eleventh and twelfth Projects being undertaken by ADM.” There are conflicting
statements and obligations under MEPA. Without identifying which entity is responsible, there
is no way to hold the Proponent and ADM accountable for complying with MEPA.

For example, the EENF and prior Certificates refer to “mitigation” that consists of land that
Makepeace has or will allegedly put into conservation. Borrego, the Proponent of the EENF
cannot make commitments on behalf of ADM. As a result, the mitigation statements in all the
Certificates and EENFs are meaningless because they cannot be (and clearly have not been)
enforced or carried out by either Borrego or ADM. The EENF itself says the 3 proposed solar
projects are being “undertaken by ADM.”  Why then didn’t ADM sign the MEPA certificate as
“Project Proponent”?

MEPA must reject the EENF and require ADM and Borrego to clarify the identity of the
Project Proponent.

B. Failure to accurately describe the Projects (Phases C10-12)

The EENF fails to accurately describe the nature and extent of the Projects – a fatal defect
that pervades not only this but all the Phase C projects including the “bog development”
projects of C1 and C2 that have now morphed into allegedly the largest aggregate mining
operation east of the Mississippi.

The EENF and May 11, 2021 Supplemental Information (Supplement) claim that further
MEPA review is unnecessary because Phase C 10 and 11 (27 Charge Pond Road and 140 Tihonet
Road) are exempt from MEPA other than under the SPR. This is inaccurate because there is state
agency action in the form of “Financial Assistance” and “Permits” within the meaning of MEPA
as explained in the NPC filed contemporaneously with these comments.

The Supplement further claims that no EIR is needed for 150 Tihonet Road Phase C12
because EIR thresholds are not met.  This is only because the Project Proponent has chosen to
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shave off eight-tenths of an acre to size the project under the 50-acre mandatory EIR threshold.
In every way, these projects are segmented to avoid and evade environmental review in
violation of 301 CMR 11.01(c) and DOER regulations at 225 CMR 22.00 and DOER SMART Solar
Guidelines. As described below, the Projects are illegally segmented.  The two projects at 140
and 150 Tihonet Road are contiguous and almost abutting the 160 Tihonet Road Phase C 5 solar
site. ADM has subdivided or is attempting to subdivide the sites in order to segment the
projects.

In numerous EENFs for Phase C TMUD Projects, ADM and the Proponent failed to fully and
accurately disclose the Damage to the Environment including earth removal activities. Some
examples follow.

● The Proponent misrepresents the total site acreage. EENF, Summary of Project Size
and Environmental Impacts. It states the total site acreage for Phases C 10, C 11 and
C 12 is 42.1, 66.2 and 49.2 acres for a total of about 158 acres. By contrast, the total
area ADM states will be converted from agricultural/horticultural use under Chapter
61A and leased to Borrego is 52.6 acres, 83 acres and 75.2 acres for a total of 210.8
acres.  See, ADM notices of lease, 2019 to Borrego for the Phase C 10-12 sites.

● The EENF, as in prior submittals, states, the “Landowner has long engaged in a
proactive and positive relationship and coordination with NHESP” and has
“earmarked land” for conservation, Supplement Page 4.   There are no specific facts
in the EENF or any prior MEPA submittals to show the exact amount of land and
where it is. At the same time, Borrego has made representations to local officials
that for every acre of land destroyed for solar, ADM puts 2 acres into conservation:

See, Planning Board Meeting Minutes, Town of Carver, Jan. 22, 2019 on the Phase C8
Hammond Street Project:

“Ms. Boggart (Planning Board member): This is a really big chunk of land (40 acres). Is there
a conservation piece? Mr. Farkus [Borrego Solar] AD Makepeace has continued to put land
into conservation. For every 1 acre, they designate 2 acres for conservation.” Exhibit 2.

If Borrego’s statement is accurate, where is this acreage? Why does the Supplement say that
only 436.84 acres have been put into conservation since the start of the TMUD SPR in 2007?
Page 4, Supplement.  Beals+Thomas and ADM have perpetuated this scheme by obfuscating the
actual acreage put into conservation throughout the Phase C ENFs.

Comments on EENF Cover Letter and Form

● EENF Cover Letter, p. 4 states that “ground-mounted solar is a less intensive land use
than the large-scale residential developments previously reviewed by MEPA in the
TMUD.” Jim Kane CEO explained to the Wareham Planning Board that after the solar
leases expire in 20 years and the “junk” is removed the company plans to use the
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cleared solar sites for residential development.  Thus large-scale residential
developments continue to be part of the TMUD plan as stated by the landlord.

● EENF Form, pp. 3- 4 This is an example of unlawful segmentation because it fails to
give total site acreage in describing project size and environmental impacts. The total
site acreage exceeds 50 acres requiring a mandatory EIR for the entire project. The
EENF fails to give the gross square footage or height of structures.  It misrepresents
vehicle trips per day, stating there will be 50 “vehicle trips” and they will be
“temporary trips associated with site preparation and construction of each solar
project.”  This does not accurately describe the approximately 2 million cubic yard
earth removal operation associated with Phase C 11 (140 Tihonet Road). The EENF
fails to give adequate detail about tree removal activities and excavation and does
not account for heavy equipment and truck trips for earth removal at 140 Tihonet
Road.

● EENF Form Page 5: Alternative Site Uses.  This is not an alternatives analysis. MEPA
Section 62B requires “reasonable alternatives to the proposed project and their
environmental consequences.” The proposed project is generating electricity.  The
EENF should describe the alternative methods of generating electricity, including
placing solar on rooftops, parking lots and already developed land, as opposed to
destroying globally rare Pine Barrens habitat, listed species and Wampanoag cultural
sites.

● EENF Form Page 5: Mitigation measures: This is not an adequate description of
mitigation. This says “the Proponent” – identified elsewhere as Borrego, signed as
such under oath --  is “coordinating with NHESP and will undertake appropriate
mitigation in the form of conservation lands and habitat funding.”  Where is
documentation that Borrego is “coordinating with NHESP”? Or is ADM doing this?
Where is proof of the mitigation for the prior TMUD projects? How much habitat
funding will be provided? Why haven’t MEPA or MassWildlife actually required an
escrow account before construction for these habitat funds?

● EENF Form Page 6: This purports to describe actions to “minimize and prevent
damage to the environment” as required by Section 61, stating that these actions
are “minimizing land disturbance, installing stormwater and maintenance of
significant wooded buffers.” This is not mitigation. These are regulatory
requirements Borrego and Makepeace have to undertake in order to get permits
such as wetlands Orders of Conditions and EPA Clean Water Act requirements. MEPA
cannot accept this as action to “minimize and prevent damage to the Environment.”
Instead, mitigation under MEPA consists of “developing enforceable mitigation
commitments, which will become conditions for the project if and when they are
permitted.” https://www.mass.gov/service-details/purpose-and-intent-of-mepa
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Borrego claims that “mitigation” for purposes of MEPA consists of “renewable
energy benefits” and “the estimated economic benefit that results from the tree
clearing for the Projects” for the town to use in undertaking its “preferred mitigation
project(s)”.  It is not credible or acceptable “mitigation.” Land-based industrial solar
energy generating facilities that destroy globally rare forests, strip mine, emit fossil
fuels is not credible, legitimate “renewable energy”. ADM CEO Jim Kane himself
refers to this energy generating installation as a “fad” and “junk” that will be hauled
away in 20 years. Then, his company will install residential subdivisions. See video of
Jim Kane CEO As far as the token payment to the Town of the proceeds from
clear-cutting, this is not legitimate “mitigation.” The Town is free to spend this
money on anything. There is no documentation of what these mitigation projects
are, the cost or the environmental benefits.

For the Phase C 10, 27 Charge Pond Road, the EENF claims mitigation is “restoring an
area of historic fill/debris/dumping.” This is an illegal dump on ADM’s own property.
Borrego seeks MEPA’s green light for “mitigation credit for cleaning up Makepeace’s
own negligence in preventing dumping and cleaning up its own mess. It would be
shameful for MEPA to give this gimmick any weight at all.

For 150 Tihonet Road, a 50-acre clear-cut, the claimed mitigation is land
conservation by Makepeace.  Makepeace is not the project Proponent and there are
no specific conditions or any information about how Borrego will actually implement
an “enforceable mitigation commitment” since it is actually another entity that is
supposed to do the mitigation.  Page 7, ENF.

● EENF Form, p. 7. Historical and Archeological Resources: the EENF claims there are no
historic or archeological resources when the archeological report shows resources on
140  Tihonet. The approach taken with regard to Indigenous rights under the EENF
violates the Commonwealth’s Environmental Justice Policy and the UN Declaration on
the Rights of Indigenous People (UNDRIP).

● Water Resources: The three solar projects, stripping vegetation off of almost 160 acres
on the shores of the Wankinko River/Tihonet Pond and Parker Mills Pond will be adding
pollution to already impaired waterbodies. See, Comments of CLWC to Town of
Wareham, Exhibits 3,  4 and 5.

The issue of the cumulative impacts on Water Resources is not addressed in the EENF,
Section 4.0 (see below). With regard to water impacts, the MEPA Certificate 12/28/12
for Phase C2 states MassDEP directed ADM to file a Request for Determination of
Applicability (RDA) pursuant to the Waterways Regulations (CMR 9.06) It states that if
the Wankinko River and Frogfoot Brook are jurisdictional waterways, proposed water
control structures may require a Chapter 91 license, and other C-2 activities may require
authorization under c. 91 and a 401 Water Quality Certification. Footnote 1, p. 4 of
Certificate.  There is no public record that the RDA was filed or that Chapter 91 was
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followed.  MEPA is hereby asked to provide documentation of compliance with these
laws and can consider this a Public Records Request.

There is also no record that ADM responded to or followed up on the comment in the
12/28/2012 Certificate for Phase 2-C that ADM may in the future be required to
“provide a nitrogen loading analysis for the Wareham River and identify offsets for
proposed projects.”  MassDEP raised questions about the offsets of other pollutant
loads. Certificate, p. 11-12. This issue must be addressed and current information on the
status provided.

● EENF Land Section, p. 10, Part II(B) and (C):  Borrego states that no part of the project
site has been in active agricultural use in the last five years and no part is in active
forestry use.  This is inconsistent with the G.L. Chapter 61A Notices of Intent-Conversion
of Use sent to the Wareham Board of Selectman and signed by Jim Kane, AD Makepeace
Company on March 16, 2021 stating that 140 and 150 TIhonet Road and 27 Charge Pond
Road are classified under Chapter 61A as “agricultural and horticultural.” If the land was
not in agricultural use as claimed by Mr. Kane, Makepeace seems to be admitting that it
unlawfully benefitted from reduced taxes under the Chapter 61A program.

● EENF Form, Page 11, Consistency.  The projects violate the Wareham Master Plan for
economic development, adequacy of infrastructure and open space.  Strip mines,
deforestation and land based solar is not the “traditional economic development in a
well-planned area” required by the Master Plan. They are blight and will devalue real
estate. See, e.g.
https://clarknow.clarku.edu/2021/04/21/geography-research-documents-solar-farms-ne
gative-effects-on-landscape/; University of Rhode Island: Here Comes the Sun:
Incorporating Resident Preferences into Solar Siting Policy Recommendations for Rhode
Island.

There is no infrastructure benefit from the Projects as claimed.  The community will not
receive an “environmental benefit through the generation of renewable energy as
claimed.” Instead, real estate values will be harmed and climate resiliency of forests will
be lost.

Claiming that the Projects are consistent with the Town’s Master Plan open space goal is
ludicrous. Page 11, III(B)(3).  Borrego claims that the solar projects will “avoid impacts to
adjacent agricultural uses where they occur.”  The only “agricultural uses” are ADM bogs
located some distance away.  ADM notably installed the Phase C5 solar project almost
directly adjacent to its bogs and other bog growers are putting solar panels on their
bogs. This claim of avoiding impacts to “adjacent agricultural uses” is not credible.

The Projects do not comply with the Town’s Bylaw for site planning review. The site plan
review is being challenged in a lawsuit filed in April 2021.
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The Projects are also inconsistent with the SRPEDD Southeastern Massachusetts Vision
2020 (1990) regional policy as it represents exactly the type of blight and ruination of
globally rare forests and pollution of water that Vision 2020 raised the alarm about 21
years ago.

● EENF Form, Rare Species, p. 13.  This information is incomplete as no biological survey
was done to locate and identify any rare species so Borrego cannot claim that none exist.
The correct answer to the questions on page 13, Rare Species Section (1) is “unknown.”
There are clearly likely to be species present as the site is in the heart of the highest
concentration of biodiversity in the state.

In 2021, Bald Eagles, Haliaeetus leucocephalus were documented nesting within 1,000
feet of the 140 and 150 Tihonet Road project sites, Phase C11 and C12, on Tihonet Pond.
This is new information not contained in the EENF and warranting a NPC. The Bald Eagle
requires a great amount of shoreline habitat containing stands of forest for nesting and
trees projecting above the forest canopy for perching with an unimpeded view. The
waterbody they choose typically has a good supply of moderate to large sized fish, which
is true of Tihonet Pond. https://www.mass.gov/service-details/learn-about-bald-eagles
This is a species of special concern listed under the Massachusetts Endangered Species
Act (MESA). The female laid several eggs in April 2021. During the MEPA site visit on
April 22, 2021 at 140 and 150 Tihonet Pond sites, the Bald Eagle was observed on the
east side of Tihonet Pond on or near the potential solar sites.  Given the destruction of
nearby wildlife habitat such as near Frogfoot Reservoir for the Phase C5 and Golden
Pond Phase C 6 Borrego solar and earth removal sites, an investigation into whether this
eagle siting is related to loss of habitat in the TMUD area.

Photo: March 24, 2021, Nesting Bald Eagle, Tihonet Pond, Wareham MA. Photo credit: Standing
Bear Media Network
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Figure: Location of Bald Eagle on Tihonet Pond, March to present 2021.

Borrego states there will be a take of a listed species, See, II(B), page 13. It claims that
“land proximate to previously designated conservation areas…will be permanently
preserved as mitigation for impacts to habitats. Habitat funding will also be provided.”
Borrego cannot bind Makepeace to this, there is no specific information about the
amount of land to be conserved as direct mitigation for the loss of habitat from the
three proposed solar sites, where it is, whether taxpayers will fund it or whether
Makepeace will donate it. Why has MassWildlife never required an escrow account
prior to ADM and Borrego starting construction?

● EENF Form, Wetlands and Waterways, p. 14. There are major flaws in the EENF, the
Proponent’s Wetlands Protection Act application and the Wareham Conservation
Commission Orders of Conditions for all three project sites.  The Order of Conditions for
140 Tihonet Road is the subject of a Superseding Order of Conditions, MassDEP File No.
SE76-2611 (May 12, 2021).
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Phases C 11 and 12 entail significant work in the Buffer Zone to clear trees, remove and
grade earth and construct an access road, barrier gate and portion of a stormwater
basin. The Proponent has failed to describe how tractor trailer trucks, excavators, logging
equipment, woodchippers, and bucket trucks will travel, in close proximity to a wetlands
Bank, to and from the Tihonet Road sites.
The EENF relies on 60-year old precipitation data that does not reflect climate change
and underestimates large storm events by almost 20%. This means the stormwater
infrastructure designed for the three solar sites may be undersized by 20%.
Use of the 60-year old, outdated data, although still permitted under the obsolete
MassDEP statute, is incomprehensible today, particularly given that the Proponent
constantly cites “climate change” in the EENF as justifying the proposed land based solar
installations on the 190 acres of land on the shore of water bodies.  Failure to use
accurate extreme precipitation data contradicts that claim.
MEPA. G.L. c. 30, § 61, was recently amended to require a Propopent to “consider
reasonably foreseeable climate change impacts.” The Proponent professes to be well
aware of the reasonably foreseeable climate change impacts which includes increased
large storm events that will mean more precipitation than the 1961 data predicts.
Given that about 160 acres of upland, pristine Pine Barrens forest and untouched soils
will be eliminated-scraped off until the ground is denuded of all vegetation, use of
accurate precipitation data is critical.  Replacement of 11,000 years of soils and
vegetation with solar panels, concrete pads, transformers, and a thin layer of grass seed
will cause an increase in post-development stormwater runoff.

● EENF Form, Page IV, Consistency, states that 27 Charge Pond Road is located “at the
landward extent of the coastal zone as mapped by MassGIS.” Wareham is vulnerable to
sea level rise and storm surges.  The solar panels will be vulnerable to this as well.

● EENF Form, Historic and Archeological, page 27. The EENF states that at 140 Tihonet a
survey recovered pre-contact cultural materials documenting a Native American
presence in the general area.  It concludes based on a Mass Historic Commission
assessment that “the Projects are not anticipated to impact any potentially significant
archeological resources and no further archeological investigations were
recommended.” Mass Historic does not have the legal or moral authority to make this
determination. This is unceded Wampanoag territory and the Indigenous community
should be making this decision, not Mass Historic.

● EENF Report, Section 2.0: Project Narrative. The EENF project narrative, like the EENF
Form, fails to accurately describe the size, scope and scale of the TMUD development
since 2012. It ignores the earth removal and deforestation associated with the TMUD
Phase C1-12 projects.
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Comments on EENF Report

● EENF Report, Section 2.1. This states that residential uses that were part of the original
TMUD plan are eliminated with Phases C10-12 and “commercial and industrial uses have
been reduced to a maximum of 1,070,000 sf.” First, this is inaccurate because ADM CEO
Kane has explained that after the solar “junk” is removed from the company’s solar sites,
the plan is for residential subdivisions.  Second, the square footage number fails to take
into account the square footage of the C3 to C12 solar projects. The square footage is
not now a “maximum of 1,070,000” as claimed but rather over 21,000,000 when about
500 acres of solar for all Phases through Phase 12 is taken into account. The
Cumulative Impact Assessment Table 4-1 is also misleading and inaccurate as it fails to
account for the 500 acres of solar in the square footage of structures.

The claim that “the proposed solar developments will result in fewer impacts to the
environment than the previously-approved residential developments” is completely
unsubstantiated and absurd.  The claims about greenhouse gas impacts in this section
are also unsubstantiated and have been since 2012 (See, Cumulative Impacts Section,
below)

Borrego claims that the landowner has “transferred” 480.84 acres to the
Commonwealth for conservation purposes.  Borrego should document where this land is
and whether or not taxpayers funded the purchase from Makepeace. The claim that an
additional 409 acres is “earmarked” is not credible and has been repeated time and
again in ENF filings for the TMUD by Borrego.  Where is the documentation that this ever
occurred? At a minimum, this application should be frozen until an accounting is
completed and the pledged conservation land transfers have been documented in the
registry of deeds.

● EENF Report, Section 2.2 MEPA Review Thresholds. As it has with Phases C5 and 6, for
Phase C 12 the Proponent shaved off a few tenths of an acre in order to evade the MEPA
mandatory EIR threshold for land alteration of 50 acres or more. The three phases
C10-12 are unlawfully segmented and should be considered as a whole for threshold
purposes, making the total at least 158 acres.  They are also unlawfully segmented
under DOER regulations, 225 CMR 20.05(5)(f). ADM is unlawfully subdividing parcels in
to site these solar projects, something prohibited by the DOER regulations and SMART
Solar Guidelines.

● EENF Report, Section 2.3 Existing and Proposed Conditions. This section fails to describe
the total number of trees removed, fails to adequately describe the proximity to
Wankinko River, fails to accurately describe truck trips associated with deforestation and
industrial scale logging and strip mining of about two million cubic yards requiring at
least 160 truck trips on the same dirt road that will be used for logging and construction
of both 140 and 150 simultaneously, fails to describe the route to be taken on to State
Highway 25, and fails to accurately describe the methods for  the removal of earth and
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grading up the site. It also fails to accurately describe the globally rare and unique pine
barrens ecosystem, fails to document that an ecological assessment was done and fails
to adequately describe the wetland resources.

● EENF Report, Section 2.3.3 Rare Species and Wildlife Habitat This section states that site
design has been “undertaken to minimize the area of tree clearing while maximizing the
energy output from the facilities” and “significant wooded areas will remain on the
overall TMUD Parcel in the vicinity of the Sites subsequent to completion of these
projects.”   This is contrary to the facts. At least 160 acres of pristine, globally rare Pine
Barrens ecosystem will be completely denuded and all rare species and wildlife habitat
eliminated. At least 158 acres will be surrounded by chain link fence, preventing wildlife
migration including the use of existing animal trails and pathways.  Unknown quantities
and types of wildlife will be exterminated – there has been no biological survey all fauna
on and around the site.

Merely referring to NHESP “maps” does not constitute a complete or accurate
description of the damage to wildlife and its habitats. The EENF acknowledges that the
150 Tihonet site is “within acknowledged habitat for various pine barrens species and as
such permitting with NHESP is being undertaken.” There is no description of what these
species are. Over the last 10 years, for Phases C1-C9, discussions with MassWildlife and
NHESP occur behind closed doors, out of public view, depriving the public of a
meaningful opportunity to comment.  In deals with ADM, MassWildlife has issued
dozens of “take” permits for TMUD projects, including projects such as Phase C-5 solar
involving strip mining of millions of cubic yards, allowing Borrego and Makepeace to
destroy dozens of rare species.

MEPA should not exempt the Projects from an EIR based on a promise by Borrego to
“undertake” permitting with NHESP.

The Proponent’s vernal pool description is inadequate. All three sites contain potential
vernal pools. It is not enough to simply say a “100 foot buffer” will be maintained.
Beals+Thomas’ own report states they have observed wood frog masses of sufficient
quantity in several of the pools to meet certification standards.  MEPA should assume
the vernal pools are certifiable and they should be regulated as Outstanding Resource
Waters.

Overflow from the multiple stormwater basins is as close as 50 feet from several of the
potential vernal pools. It is well established that stormwater discharge into vernal pool
habitat alters pH and potentially increases nitrogen and potassium balances in the pools.
The scientific community is in concurrence that the 100-foot vernal pool buffer is
inadequate to maintain the necessary upland areas used by obligate species found in
vernal pools.
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There is no public record that Beals+Thomas conducted a Water Budget analysis for the
potential vernal pools.  This is a critical tool for ensuring that vernal pool hyperperiods
will not be altered by the Projects.  Without this Water Budget the Beals+Thomas claims
in 2.3.3 are inadequate to address damage to wetlands, rare species and habitat.

EENF Report, Section 2.3.4. Topography, Geology and Soils. The statement that the
hydraulic installation of the pile basis will avoid “exposure of soils associated with
normal construction practices” lacks credibility. The entire 158 acres will be stripped and
denuded of all topsoil and vegetation. It is meaningless to compare this to normal
construction practices. Further, the detailed description of the soil types contradicts the
claim made by Borrego Solar project manager Zach Farkus and Mr. Kane during the April
22nd, 2021 MEPA site visit that Makepeace will decide on the volume of earth to be
removed based on soil sampling that is not yet done. The level of detail of soil types in
the EENF shows that this information is already known to Makepeace, making it obvious
that this solar site, like others, was chosen for the quality and quantity of earth that
could be removed under the guise of “site preparation” for “renewable energy.”

There will be extensive grading and topographic alteration on all 158 acres of the three
Project locations.  Excavation at 140 Tihonet Road, particularly, is far more extensive
than necessary for a mere solar array design.  Borrego Solar’s Zach Farkus admitted as
much during the MEPA site visit.  The MEPA EENF is grossly defective on the topic of
excavation and alteration of topography.

This excavation will have multiple impacts, including:
o Potential alteration of groundwater levels which may in turn affect the hydrology

of adjacent wetland areas, and
o Alteration of surface runoff patterns, which may directly affect vegetation and

wildlife habitat characteristics of adjacent parcels.

● EENF Report, Section 2.3.6 Cultural Resources. The approach to and description of
cultural resources offends principles of social justice, equity, and inclusion and the
state’s Environmental Justice Policy. Beals+Thomas, the Proponent, Mass Historic and an
archaeological lab do not have the moral or legal authority to determine what is
culturally appropriate or culturally significant to the Indigenous people of the region.
These projects are located on unceded Wampanoag territory.

● EENF Report, Section 2.3.7. Recreation and Open Space. The claim that 160 acres of
solar projects surrounded by a chain link fence results in fewer open space impacts than
“other potential uses” is unsupportable. First, the other potential uses are never
described accurately and second, if these were residential homes there would be public
ways for walking and recreational activities and people would have backyards for wildlife
and recreation. To say nothing of the fact that ADM has called the police to confront
residents walking in the area or even driving on public roads in the area. What does
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Makepeace suddenly have to hide? If Makepeace has its way the approvals it seeks from
MEPA will create a local version of Area 51.

● EENF Report, Section 2.3.9 Transportation. To accomplish the earth removal at 140
Tihonet Road will require at least 160 truck trips per day for at least one year will be
required. The project will not be done in phases, so this is in addition to the truck trips
needed in order to conduct an industrial logging operation and install a massive
construction project of 150,000 solar panels. Tihonet Road is a gravel road that empties
out on to Farm to Market Road and State Route 25. The earth removal and construction
truck traffic will cause damage to roads, impeded the local flow of traffic and create
safety hazards.  The excessive earth removal truck traffic from ADM strip mine sites in
Carver is on the same route: that traffic is required by Carver to travel south via Federal
Road to Farm to Market Road (which intersects with Tihonet Road) and then on to Route
25.  There is already a safety hazard from ADM TMUD industrial and commercial
activities in this area. In May 2021, 258 trucks were observed coming from ADM’s earth
removal sites along this route to Route 25.

● EENF Report, Section 2.3.10 Water Supply.  There is no documentation to support the
claim that strip and denuding 160 acres and removing 2 million cubic yards of earth and
installing about a dozen stormwater detention basins will “not impact the aquifer.”

● EENF Report, Section 2.3.12 Air Quality. This section states that the GHG calculation for
140 Tihonet assumes the clearing will be “completed” by the time the solar project is
installed. There is no explanation as to when or how the site will be cleared or who will
do the clearing. This goes on to say a portion of the site may be cleared prior to
construction in association with “agricultural operations to harvest high quality sand.”
This contradicts prior statements by the Proponent. For example, on April 22, 2021, Mr.
Kane stated he did not know the quality of the earth; here it is stated that it is “high
quality.”  The Planning Board site plan review requires an earth removal permit for 140
TIhonet Road. The GHG emissions from this 1.2 m cy earth removal must be calculated
and reported in an EIR.

ADM should be required to account for the “agricultural operations to harvest high
quality sand” it describes.  It is likely that this nomenclature is a deliberate nickname for
industrial scale earth removal so as to cloud the related but unpaid taxes attributable to
the revenue generated therefrom.  The volumes of sand removed by Makepeace under
this ruse could never be used only on its own bogs (a genuine agricultural operation).
Otherwise, there wouldn’t be hundreds sof trucks hauling their sand out to towns and
states where ADM has no agricultural operations. For example, as ADM’s affiliate Read
Custom Solis boasts in its website “ Over 2,600 tons of 70/30 rootzone delivered to
Boston College in two days?  No problem!”     Scholarly articles define Rootzone as “a
highly versatile soil created from a 60/40 mix of sand and sandy soils. The blend is 40%
natural sandy soil and 60% silica sand consisting of medium fine and medium coarse
semi-rounded grains.” Where did this sand come from? And certainly sand delivered to
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BC is not the same as sand used on ADM’s neighboring bogs.   And who is monitoring for
this silica dust – a potential carcinogen?

The EENF is defective because it fails to address the dust associated with the excavation
and site grading.  The Mass Department of Public Health has been asked to investigate
whether the sand to be mined from the Project sites is carcinogenic silica sand.
Elsewhere in the TMUD area, ADM earth mining and trucking operations are causing
serious dust problems that have been reported to local officials, MassDEP and the Mass
Department of Public Health.  The Proponent should be required to provide credible
scientific data about the carcinogenic and public health implications of “harvesting high
quality sand” as part of site preparation and the earth removal that is part of the
Projects.  This is Damage to the Environment within the meaning of MEPA.

● EENF Report, Section 1.4 Alternatives analysis. The “reasonable alternatives” (G.L. c. 30,
Section 32B) to strip mining 158 acres of pristine globally rare Pine Barrens forest to
install a renewable energy generating station include putting solar panels at other more
suitable locations such as on rooftops in Wareham Crossing, industrial buildings, and
parking lots, conservation, efficiency and locally generated electricity.  The so-called
alternatives analysis in the EENF violates MEPA.

The facts and public statements reveal that the “alternatives analysis” for the Phases
C2-12 was and is driven by which location would generate the most “high quality sand”
that could be “harvested” for commercial sale.  ADM has already strip mined vast areas
under the guise of “bog expansion” in the Phase C1 and C2 TUMD areas.  Instead of
siting new bogs and solar there, it is strip mining new areas for lucrative sand claiming it
is site preparation for agriculture and solar. See Figure below: Phase C1 TUMUD area
which shows denuded areas at Phase C1 (Wankinko Bog area)
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● EENF Report, Section Section 2.4.3 Alternative Site Uses. This section states, “Given the
landowners Phase C2 cranberry bog project, cranberry bogs are not necessary at this
time, and these locations [Phases C10-12] are not appropriately sited for agricultural
reservoirs in relation to the landowner’s on-going cranberry bog operations.” This
exposes the inconsistencies behind AD Makepeace’s development activities in the TMUD
area. Contrast the statements in the ADM July 2020 application to the Carver Earth
Removal Committee that it plans to build 18 acres of new bogs and a reservoir on Map
131, Lot 1-2C.

● EENF Report, Section 2.4.4 Preferred Alternative. Removing hills containing lucrative
silica sand and topsoil in order to site land based solar is ADM’s “preferred alternative”
for maximizing profits. This preferred alternative must be included in the description of
the Projects. It is not.

● EENF Report, Section 2.5 Mitigation The environmental impacts have not been avoided
and minimized to the extent practicable. Indeed, they have been deliberately ignored so
as to maximize the economic gain from the projects.
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First, as noted, the alternative to denuding 160 acres of pristine Pine Barrens for solar is
to put in on already developed sites including rooftops and parking lots—or even ADM’s
own already strip-mined land. Second, a mere 436.84 acres of “former TMUD land
bordering Myles Standish State Forest” as the alleged “mitigation” for the massive
environmental destruction that ADM and Borrego Solar have wrought on the globally
rare Pine Barrens ecosystem is not acceptable.

● EENF Report, Section 2.6. Permits/Approvals Required. Phase C 11 requires an Earth
Removal Permit from the Wareham Board of Selectmen. Site preparation at Phases C 10
and 12 may also require Earth Removal Permits.  Earth removal permits for Phases C
3-C9 were also required and were not obtained. This is not disclosed in the EENF.

The Projects also require approvals from DOER under the regulations at 225 CMR 22.00
and related DOER guidelines for solar siting.

● EENF Report, Section 4.0 Cumulative Impact Assessment. This section is inadequate for
reasons state above, and for including the failure to disclose and assess the cumulative
impacts of over 10 years of strip mining and earth removal related for Phase C activities,
including bog development in Phases C 1 and 2.

o Cumulative impacts of earth removal:

As stated in the Massachusetts Sand and Gravel Operation Guidelines: pp. 7-8:

Vegetation and the upper soil horizons provide a pollution buffer for shallow
groundwater. Improperly managed sand and gravel operations may reduce this
protection and introduce hazardous materials and other toxins directly to
groundwater. Massachusetts has developed guidelines for managing sand and
gravel operations. The Massachusetts Clean Water Toolkit – NPS Management
Manual provides guidance on this and many other subjects regarding nonpoint
source pollution.
(See http://www.mass.gov/dep/water/resources/nonpoint.htm#megaman).
 

The EEA Plymouth Carver Sole Source Aquifer Action Report, 2007, 2

recommends that all towns work on an enforceable bylaw for sand and gravel
operations. Although Wareham, Carver and Plymouth regulate sand and gravel
the bylaws do not cite state guidelines for sand and gravel extraction. Therefore,
MEPA cannot defer to local regulation of earth removal because local regulations

2 Urban Harbors Institute, University of Massachusetts Boston, "Plymouth-Carver Sole Source Aquifer: Regional Open
Space Plan" (2008). Urban Harbors Institute Publications. 9.
https://scholarworks.umb.edu/uhi_pubs/9
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do not contain state guidelines to protect the aquifer and surface water bodies.
This issue must be addressed in a new EIR for all of the C1-C12 projects.

o Cumulative GHG impacts. ADM has never addressed the cumulative impacts of
GHG emissions from its activities as required by MEPA regulations and numerous
MEPA certificates. For example:

Phase C-2 MEPA Certificate 12/28/2012: EENF states that ADM will conduct a
GHG protocol.   This was never done.

Phase C-5 MEPA Certificate 4/11/2014 (160 Tihonet Road/Tihonet East-50 acres)
(earth removal not disclosed) also required GHG analysis. This was never done.

Phase C-6 MEPA Certificate 1/27/2017 (Golden Field, 50 acres strip mined)
required GHG analysis. The Certificate states,

“The ENF asserted that the CO2 offsets over a 30 year period are equivalent to
carbon sequestered by 3, 752 acres of trees. This information was provided by a
solar vendor and the ENF did not include data or analysis to support this
assumption. The Proponent is committed to working with the MEPA Office to
develop a specific protocol for quantifying GHG impacts associated with land
alternation that can be employed within the context of MEPA review and
application of the GHG Policy.” P. 5. “The ENF included confirmation of the
Proponent’s commitment to coordinate with EA and MEPA of a protocol to
address GHG emissions association with land alteration…In addition, the
development of the protocol must be guided by other EEA regulatory programs
and studies such as GHG reporting requirements and the Manomet biomass
study, in order to ensure a consistent approach for estimating GHG emissions.”
Pp. 7-8.

This was never done.

Phases C 7, 8 and 9 MEPA Certificate May 2, 2019 (276 Federal Road, 0
Hammond St., 64 Farm to Market Road, 81.5 acres of land clearing and solar).

The Certificate states, “The ENF did not address the loss of carbon sequestration
associated with clearing and regrading the sites. In the ENF filed for the Phase C5
Tihonet East Solar Project, ADM committed to working with the MEPA Office to
develop a protocol for quantifying GHG impacts associated with land alteration
that can be employed within the context of MEPA review and application of the
MEPA Greenhouse Gas Emissions Policy and Protocol. Upon completion of a land
alteration protocol, it should be used to quantify individual and cumulative GHG
emissions associated with land alteration.”
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This was never done.

In sum, ADM failed to comply with FOUR MEPA Certificates requiring a GHG
analysis.  MEPA did nothing and allowed over 300 acres to be strip-mined and
cleared for land based solar. Hundreds more acres have been clear-cut and strip
mined under the guise of agricultural operations. The EENF GHG analysis is
wholly inadequate.  MEPA must require ADM to conduct the GHG analysis first
required in 2012 for C2 and all subsequent projects.

This is an outrageous breach of the spirit and intent of MEPA and violation of the
Certificates made more egregious by the false claim in the EENF that the “tenth,
eleventh and twelfth” solar projects by ADM and Borrego will help the
Commonwealth meet its “admirable renewable energy goals.”

Thank you for consideration of these comments. We expect that MEPA will take appropriate
action to remedy the violations and inadequacies identified here instead of rubber-stamping yet
another ADM-Borrego false climate solution.

We request a response to these comments immediately. Please contact me at 508-259-9154 or
environmentwatchsoutheasternma@gmail.com to explain how these concerns will be
addressed.

Very truly yours,

Margaret E. Sheehan, Esq.
Volunteer
Community Land & Water Coalition
158 Center Hill Road
Plymouth MA 02360
c. 508.259.9154
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